
What is StreetGlow?
StreetGlow is "The Leader in Auto-Neon and Performance Lighting." We sell neon lights for vehicles, 
computers, as well as your home. Click below for a quick video on StreetGlow.

My Gold Series undercar kit is not working. What is the orange lead on the SG9500MI transformer?
The ORANGE wire on the SG9500MI allows connection to StreetGlow Music Interface unit (ANMI2 sold 
separately). Connect the ORANGE wire to the negative (-) output of the interface to allow this function 
to operate. NOTE: The music interface wire MUST be connected to a GROUND when not in use or your 
kit will NOT light up!!! If your Gold Series kit is still not working check all your connections and 
thoroughly inspect all the tubes,  looking for broken glass inside the tubes. If any tube is broken 
internally, NONE of the tubes will light up.. 

What is the diference between Neon and L.E.D.? Which is brighter? 
Neon is a brighter, warmer glow which provides light from a full 360 degree range. LEDs are more of a 
direct, conical form of light. BOTH have their uses in every vehicle. Example: neons may not be the best 
choice for an under the seat or under dash application.  If the neon tube accidentally gets kicked, it may 
crack.  LEDs would be a better choice for this application.

What is the diference between SG201* Gold Series neon and OP100* OPTX neon?
Our SG201* Gold Series undercar kit is our premium neon undercar kit, backed by a lifetime guarantee 
even internal glass breakage. The tubes on the Gold Series are both longer and thicker, thus producing 
a brighter glow.

How do your products light up or get power? What is a two-wire hookup?
All of our products are 12 volt products connected with a simple two-wire hookup. Meaning one wire 
connects to a 12 volt power source (+ terminal of vehicles battery or fuse panel) and the other wire gets 
grounded. The STRIPED wire connects to a 12 volt power source and the SOLID wire connects to 
a ground source.

I'd like to install neon lights (or other StreetGlow products) on my car, but I don't know if they're legal in 
my area. What should I do?
The best thing to do is go down to your local court house or police station and ask them about neon 
and aftermarket lighting. They'll tell you everything you need to know to avoid trouble. Most states have 
laws against certain colors, such as red and blue. Other colors are usually tolerated by the patrolling 
ofcers and you shouldn't receive any trouble. You could also ask someone on the message board.

How do the Neon or L.E.D. products sync with the music?
Our ANMI2 Music Interface is required for the products to dance with the music. You can connect up to 
12 products with the ANMI2 Music Interface. The ANMI2 Music Interface also converts SG201* Gold 
Series and OP100* OPTX neon undercar kits to be sound activated. Please click to view the Music 
interface.

Do I really need the performance harnesses for my Xenon bulbs?
We strongly recommend upgrading your harness when increasing the wattage of your stock bulbs. Our 
performance harnesses dissipate the additional heat from the higher wattage bulbs before the heat 
makes it to your costly factory wiring. Please click  for further information on Harness Upgrades.

Do you ofer a remote for your OP100* OPTX undercar kit?
You can use our MCWRLC remote controller for your OP100 OPTX kit.
Can I add additional tubes to my SG201* Gold Series undercar kit?
You can add ONE additional 30 inch tube to your Gold Series kit. Please click to purchase an 
additional 30 inch Gold Series tube

Rely only on high-grade accessory lighting on our virtual shelves.

https://www.carid.com/streetglow/
https://www.carid.com/accessory-lighting.html



